
Editor's note

In this issue of the NJL, we introduce a new Debate Section to encour-
age readers to express their opinions on linguistics topics of current
interest.

The new logo on the cover of the journal indicates that NJL is now
published by Taylor & Francis, who have taken over responsibility for
the international journals of the Scandinavian University Press. The Oslo
office of Taylor & Francis is handling NJL. The transition has gone well
and we believe our readers will greatly benefit from the change.

Editor

Call for papers

The second issue of Vol. 24, 2001, will be a special issue devoted to
"The Lexicon in Linguistic Theory", edited by Per Anker Jensen.

For many years the role of the lexicon in linguistic theory has been a
major issue of discussion in linguistics. Different linguistic theories have
presented widely differing views on such topics as: The role and struc-
ture of the lexicon as a module of linguistic theory; how to model idio-
syncratic and (semi-)productive aspects of the lexicon; the organization
of lexical knowledge in individual entries, raising the problem of
accounting for the properties of word forms seemingly belonging as cen-
tral members of more than one word class, whether in terms of "mixed
categories", "prototypical lexical categories" or "underspecification".
The purpose of the special issue is to help bring out current theoretical
positions on these topics, thereby facilitating communication among dif-
ferent schools of thought concerning the lexicon and its role in linguistic
theory.

We therefore invite you to submit papers addressing problems relating
to one or several of the issues mentioned above by 31 January 2001.
Please send your submission to:

Per Anker Jensen
Institutfor Erhvervssproglig Informatik og Kommunikation
Engstien 1
DK-6000 Kolding
Denmark
Tel: +45 6550 1445
E-mail: paj@ko.hhs.dk
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